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Exceptional Transportation takes Special care !

MaxxsTrans has been regularly trusted with all kinds of exceptional transportation. Naturally we like to
believe this is due to our exceptional service levels and we are quite proud of these projects.
If you have visited a concert of Madonna, U2, Lady Gaga or seen Walking with Dinosaurs or the
Badman Live show, you probably never wondered how the stage, costumes or even life-sized
dinosaurs got there in the end. Well, the answer is MaxxsTrans.
If it can be moved we can arrange transportation. Loads with over-width, over-height are regular
business for us. We can employ both Deep loaders and Semi-Deep loaders to handle loads with overdimensions. We arrange for permits and if necessary accompanying safety vehicles.
But sometimes the exceptional nature has nothing to do with dimensions, sensitive or time-sensitive
loads are equally exceptional. Do you require 30 trucks to carry your project cargo during the weekend
from the UK to Germany or do we need to arrange for a “side loader” so we can place the container on
the ground, we can take care of it.
Even mobile cranes have been employed to organize the timely delivery of a complete monster truck
show on an empty field, we think in solutions whilst keeping an eye on your cost base.
But even simpler then that, deliveries for the Koln and Munich fairs and tradeshows are usually
subjected to extreme punctual timeslots whereby missing your slot means you will have to wait for the
next event to present your company. These transports require special care and extra attention.
MaxxsTrans realizes this so you can focus on your business when we take care of the logistics.
Exceptional ? Not for us !
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